
Alta Forest Products, the world’s largest
manufacturer of wood fence boards,
selects XMReality Remote Guidance
XMReality Inc. has signed an annual subscription agreement with Alta Forest
Products based in Chehalis, Washington. Alta Forest Products is the world’s
largest producer of wood fence boards. A technology driven company dedicated
to sustainable forestry and zero-waste manufacturing, Alta Forest Products is
using XMReality to reduce manufacturing downtime across its North American
locations and for remote support of repair operations.

''The XMReality and Alta Forest Products team worked on a pilot program during the summer
to create a process for the customer’s successful implementation of the software,” explained
Tim Koeppl, President of XMReality, Inc. “The continued adoption of XMReality’s remote
guidance tool by best-in-class companies such as Alta Forest Products is evidence of how our
tool is helping customers to save money and to create safer and more efficient operations for
employees,” continued Koeppl. In addition to the Alta Forest Products relationship, XMReality
Inc. also recently entered into a licensing agreement with Shorr Packaging, based in Aurora,
Illinois, with operations in the United States, Canada and Mexico. Koeppl concluded his
remarks with noting that, “It is terrific for the business to see our sales pipeline in North
America continue to grow at a healthy rate and that we are now seeing the conversion from
customer proposals to customer orders.”

For more information, please contact:
Johanna Edepil, CMO XMReality
Phone: +46 730 981 281
E-mail: johanna.edepil@xmreality.com

About XMReality Remote Guidance™
XMReality Remote Guidance is an AR-enabled knowledge sharing tool that lets you
communicate with gestures, speech, chat and pointers with someone at a completely different
place. It includes:

• A unique hands-overlay technology that lets you guide someone else’s hands—as if you
were there.
• A web portal to manage teams and users, and to measure usage
• Integration through client-side API’s (Application Programming Interfaces)

About XMReality
XMReality develops and sells solutions that revolutionize knowledge transfer through so-called
Augmented Reality (AR). The company is a market leader in remote guidance where you guide
a person on site via AR to solve problems or prevent them from occurring. The product is used
globally in more than 60 countries. Nestlé, Electrolux, Sidel, Heineken and Saab are examples
of the more than 125 customers. XMReality is based in Linköping and in the U.S. and is listed
on the Nasdaq First North Growth Market (ticker: XMR). XMReality Inc. is the company’s
wholly owned U.S. subsidiary. For more information, visit: www.xmreality.com

About Alta Forest Products
Read more about Alta Forest Products here: https://www.altafp.com/
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